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Gabe Piccoli
Editor-in-Chief
MIS Quarterly Executive
Louisiana State University
Welcome & Introduction

Hope Koch

Paul Di Gangi

Vess Johnson

Baylor University

UAB
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Core challenge:
• Balancing theory and practice to
develop rich and insightful lessons
learnt.
“the workforce
aspects should
Addressing
the challenge:
Reflectget
on:
morecan
attention
and actionable
• How
practitioners
learn from
suggestions”
this?
• What actions can they take away
“focus
on the workforce, give clear
with them?
and does
actionable
advice
for how
• How
each part
of the
paper
transformation
tensions be
build
on each other?
overcome and what are the do’s
andstrengths:
don’ts for steering the teams
Core
through the
transformation”
• Authorship
team
comprised of
academics and executives
• Extensive dataset and access to
follow up interviews
• Special issue editorial team’s
constructive feedback.
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Excerpt of final version of challenges

Example
Initial version of challenges
Overall
Opportunity
Flexing

Revitalizing

Deepening

Opportunity
Examples
Increase workforce
flexibility

Challenges
 How to manage staff across
multiple hospitals and adjust
roles rapidly at each site
 How to govern remote work
and use of mobile devices in or
outside of work

Increase individual
flexibility (telework,
mobile work,
prioritising patients)
Removal of
 How to develop new skills and
unnecessary
capabilities at the individual
processes and roles,
and organizational level
and create new ones
Support individual
 How to handle industrial
departure
relations issues and individual
sensitivities
Rethink what it
 How to maintain a strong
means to be a good
culture
hospital health
 How to align cultures across
service
the hospital health service
Rethink what it
 How to govern the tension
means to be a good
between exploitation and
clinician and/or
exploration
manager
 How best to support identity
discovery
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Key:
 R: Roles: Behavioral and attitudinal patterns designed to accomplish organizational functions1
 S: Selection: Recruitment of individuals whose capabilities fit the organization’s roles
 M: Motivation: Encouraging staff to perform their designated functions as outlined in their roles
 D: Development: Progressive growth of staff capability through training and career planning
 G: Governance: Patterns of authority regarding key IT activities in the organization2
 Shaded rows: organizational level; unshaded rows: individual level
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Lesson 1. Establish the culture for
successful workforce transformation
Lesson 2: Build an ongoing
digital/workforce transformation
competence
Lesson 3: Manage transformation
across organizational levels:
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Bringing it together
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Lessons Learnt – writing process
• Identify the practical significance/novelty of both the concept and the case
organization
• Highlight the actions practitioners perform, rather than a descriptive account
• Identify clearly how challenges are overcome
• Incorporate/compare to theoretical and practical models
• Conduct follow up interviews to garner further specificity.
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Thank you
Rebekah Eden (rg.eden@qut.edu.au)
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Tips & Advice for Writing an MIS Quarterly Executive paper

Iris Junglas
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Background of the paper
• “Using Text Analytics to Derive Customer Service Management
Benefits from Unstructured Data”
• 2016 (with a start in 2014)
• Technology: LDA algorithm, or a sophisticated algorithm that extracts
meaning from text
• Three organizations at hand: FSU, Hilti, Inventx
• Outcome: four lessons learned
• At the time, we only knew two things: it’s a ground‐breaking
technology, and organizations don’t know about its potential
Iris Junglas,junglasia@ cofc.edu
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MISQe paper

Initial
idea

Research
paper

Research paper
on theory
advancement

Research paper
on method
advancement

Research paper
on ???

LDA Tutorial

Software
(MineMyText.com)

Iris Junglas,junglasia@ cofc.edu
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Some take‐aways for me
• A good MISQe paper is rarely the result of one study
• Even though its skeleton might look simple, it is not; it is well researched,
often from multiple angles
• In fact, a MISQe paper often starts where the research paper ends

• A good MISQe paper has to have something new that sits on
executives’ minds
• A new technology, a new trend, a new phenomenon, a new way doing things

• Writing for MISQe is vastly different than writing a research paper—it
is more fun
• Style is different, structure is different, conclusions are different
• Thinking about highlights helps tremendously (3‐5 bullet items)
• Has the advantage of being able to show relevance to the market
Iris Junglas,junglasia@ cofc.edu
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• Practitioners value academic evidence as to what is the “same” and what
is “unique” about an emerging IS practice or technology.
• They value suggested courses of action based on engaging success stories.

IS researchers investigate
innovators and early adopters to
create action principles

Future adopters consider the action principles to guide
their implementation journeys
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• Practitioners value academic evidence as to what is the “same” and what
is “unique” about an emerging IS practice or technology.
• They value suggested courses of action based on engaging success stories.
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Open
Q&A
Image Attribution: https://www.flickr.com/photos/jordyn‐tacozombie/5555279358/sizes/l/in/photostream/
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Thank you to our panelists!
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